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CLEOSTRATUS REDIVIVUS 
THE question when, and by whom, our constellations were invented, will 
probably never lose its fascination, because it is never likely to find its solution. 
For those who have allowed themselves to be brought under its spell the name 
of Cleostratus has a special interest. If we could by any means learn more 
about the man who is said to have been in some sort the deviser of our zodiac, 
we might obtain a light upon the history of the celestial globe which at present 
seems likely to be for ever withheld, unless some Egyptian papyrus should 
reveal some part of the lost History of Astronomy by Eudemus. 
By his careful collection-in the December number of this Journal, 1919 
-of all the notices that we have of Cleostratus, Dr. W. K. Fotheringham 
therefore deserves a gratitude which I am the more anxious to express because 
I cannot at all agree with the theory of Babylonian influence which he deduces 
from them, nor with the interpretation of Greek and Latin passages which he 
puts forward in support of that theory. The latter point I could willingly 
leave to the criticism of scholars abler than myself, whom I cannot think 
likely to be convinced by Dr. Fotheringham that the passages bear the sense 
which he has endeavoured to extract from them. But the former point is of 
more importance. To Babylonian astronomy, as to Egyptian, the Greeks 
owed-and acknowledged-a debt. But that this debt was, in the case of the 
Babylonians, much greater than they acknowledged, so great indeed that it 
has only been hidden from posterity by a conspiracy of silence lasting through 
the many centuries of Hellenic culture, does not seem to me probable, and is 
certainly not proved by any evidence supplied in Dr. Fotheringham's article. 
It is only with a part of that article that I have space here to deal, but it 
is with the part in which the author's assertions seem to be most strongly 
supported by what he considers to be evidence. 
Cleostratus flourished at Tenedos, and-if Dr. Fotheringham is right, as 
I think he is-about 520 B.c. As to the place, Dr. Fotheringham reminds us 
of a tradition that Tenedos was where Thales died. He may have founded 
a school there of which Cleostratus, twenty years later, was the chief repre- 
sentative. As to the time, Dr. Fotheringham might have noticed that it is 
just that in which the original of the famous astronomical tablet, dated in 
the seventh year of Cambyses, 523-522 B.c., was 'compiled. That tablet 
shows that not all the astronomical knowledge displayed by the Babylonians 
of Seleucid times was possessed by the Babylonians of the sixth century, 
whom we are to suppose the teachers of Thales and Cleostratus.1 
1 Cp. Zeit8chrift fiir Assyriologie v. 281, xvii. part 2-3, p. 203. 
70 
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CLEOSTRATUS REDIVIVUS 71 
What else Dr. Fotheringham has been able to tell us of Cleostratus may 
be summed up under four heads. 
1. He wrote an astronomical poem. As only two lines of it, not con- 
taining a complete sentence, have come down to us, it affords little material 
for discussion. The missing words unfortunately are just those which might 
speak for-or against-Dr. Fotheringham's views. 
2. He made observations at Tenedos with a view to determining the 
exact time of a solstice, probably the winter solstice, as a mountain south-east 
of Tenedos is said to have been used for the purpose. Rude and imperfect as 
such observations doubtless were, they have for us a significance which Dr. 
Fotheringham does not seem to have perceived. For they prove that Greek 
astronomers of that day, so far from confining themselves, in Dr. Fotheringham's 
words, to ' exercises in the art of combining days, months, and years, of which 
the relative mean durations had been learned from Babylon,' were actually 
endeavouring to ascertain these durations for themselves. Owing doubtless 
to these endeavours, the Greeks, at least as early as the time of Meton and 
Euctemon, in the next century after Cleostratus, had discavered the inequality 
of the sun's motion, which seems never to have been recognised either by 
Egyptians or, of old, by Babylonians, who ignore it sometimes even in the 
second century B.C.2 
3. He is said, on the authority of Censorinus, to have been the real inventor 
of the ' octaeteris,' the famous luni-solar cycle, on which I hope to say a few 
words later on. 
4. He is said, on the authority of Hyginus, to have introduced the asterism 
of the Kids into the celestial sphere, and on the authority of Pliny-at least 
as generally understood-to have been practically the inventor of our zodiacal 
constellations. It is with this latter statement that the most remarkable 
part of Dr. Fotheringham's article is concerned. The passage in Pliny runs 
as follows: 
' Circulorum quoque coeli ratio in terrae mentione aptius dicetur, quando 
ad eam tota pertinet, signiferi modo inventoribus non dilatis. Obliquitatem 
ejus intellexisse, hoc est rerum fores aperuisse, Anaximander Milesius traditur 
primus Olympiade quinquagesima octava, signa deinde in eo Cleostratus, et 
prima Arietis et Sagittarii, sphaeram ipsam ante multo Atlas.' 
In the first sentence there is no difficulty. Though Pliny will not discuss 
the circles on the celestial globe until he comes to speak of the terrestrial globe, 
he must make mention at once of the framers of the zodiac, whom evidently 
he believed to be Greeks. The second sentence is not so easy, I think only 
because, in Boll's words, 'das Verbum hat Plinius in gewohnter Kiirze ver- 
schwiegen.'3 'Intellexisse' is made to govern 'obliquitatem,' 'signa,' 
' prima,' and ' sphaeram,' but no translator can find any one word for it that 
will give a satisfactory rendering in every case. We may, with Dr. Fothering- 
ham, make Anaximander 'recognise' the obliquity of the ecliptic. But what 
Cp. Kugler, 3 Sphaera, p. 192. 
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72 E. J. WEBB 
did Cleostratus do ? The constellations in the zodiac had to be made before 
they were recognised, they are not, like the obliquity, wholly Nature's work. 
He must have in some sense invented them, and why should he invent Aries 
and Sagittarius first ? Ought we, as has been suggested, to read 'primum,' 
implying that-as no doubt was the case-some of the constellations were 
there before Cleostratus ? 
Personally I do not think that any change is required, and indeed it seems 
to me that what Pliny meant to say is plain enough. ' Signifer' is, of course, 
a common Latin equivalent for ' zodiac' (signifero in orbe qui Graece •?68ta'v4 
dicitur 4), and the ' signa' which Cleostratus made out in the zodiacal belt 
are naturally the signs of the zodiac. But in this phrase there is an unfortunate 
ambiguity, which it will be as well to point out here, as its recognition will 
become important later on. By the ' signs of the zodiac ' we may mean either 
the zodiacal constellations, KaT77arrTpLaojva 8ta,5 twelve groups of stars 
very unequal in extent, through which the sun passes in his annual journey, 
or the ecliptic divisions, &o&Ecar?7yTipta, twelve exactly equal spaces of 30 degrees 
each, which in ancient times coincided roughly with the constellations whose 
names they bear, but owing to precession do so no longer. When we say 
that Regulus is the brightest star in Leo, or that the equinoctial point, which 
was once in Aries, is now in Pisces, we are speaking of constellations. When 
we say that the sun enters Aries at the equinox, or that Jupiter, being at the 
10th degree of Taurus, is in opposition to the sun, which is at the 10th degree 
of Scorpio, we are speaking of ecliptic divisions. The division into degrees- 
30 to each sign--is, of course, inapplicable to constellations, which are unequal 
in extent and have no definitely marked beginning or ending. 
That by the ' signs' which Cleostratus devised in the zodiacal belt Pliny 
meant constellations no one will doubt. The sense of the passage seems then 
to be simply this: 'Anaximander made out the obliquity of the zodiacal belt, 
Cleostratus devised the constellations therein, and first those of the Ram 
and the Archer.' Why these should have come first I will endeavour to explain 
later. But for the moment it will be enough to contend that 'prima' is to 
be understood as qualifying 'signa,' supplied, as Dr. Fotheringham says, 
'from the first half of the clause,' but having the same meaning, though 
Dr. Fotheringham thinks otherwise, in the second half as it had in the first. 
Dr. Fotheringham's view is far more original. He maintains that the 
noun to be understood with 'prima' is indeed 'signa,' but that it bears an 
entirely different sense from that which it bore when it occurred half-a-dozen 
words before. This is what he says: 
'" Prima" should either qualify "signa " supplied from the first half 
of the clause, or should mean first things or first points without a word 
understood.' 
But surely if it means 'first points' a word is understood, namely, the 
word 'signa.' And, indeed, Dr. Fotheringham goes on: 'The clause would 
then mean "Afterwards Cleostratus is said to have recognised the signs in it, 
" Cic. Div. II. 42, 89. 5 Cp. Hipparch. ii. 1. p. 126 Manit. 
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CLEOSTRATUS REDIVIVUS 73 
i. e. in the zodiac, and the first points or first signs of Aries and Sagittarius." 
The fact that no commentator has yet taken the passage in this literal way is, 
doubtless, due to their failure to find a sense for it.' 
Surely another reason may be that no commentator has yet thought 
even Pliny capable of making 'signum' in the same sentence mean a sign of 
the zodiac and also a point in a sign of the zodiac, that is to say, a part of itself. 
However, Dr. Fotheringham goes on: 
'No commentator has grasped that "prima signa " was a technical 
term, being the Latin translation of 
'rp~^ra aqpita, 
which occurs in the passage 
from the Rhesus of Euripides and the scholium upon it, which make up my ninth 
excerpt. I take it, then, that what Pliny asserts is that Cleostratus is said 
to have recognised the signs in the, zodiac and the 7rp(Ora ,7spea of Aries and 
Sagittarius.' To explain what he takes to be the meaning of these words 
Dr. Fotheringham proceeds to lay violent hands upon a well-known passage, 
which many of us have admired, and ventured to think we understood, with- 
out suspecting the presence of a 'technical term' suggesting Babylonian 
influence any more than one suspects a cryptogram when reading Hamlet. 
It will be remembered that the lines in question are put by the poet into 
the mouths of a company of soldiers who have been keeping watch by night 
before the walls of Troy, and who complain that no one comes to relieve them 
though their time is long up, as they prove by the changes visible in the heavens 
since they came on duty. Though we are concerned here only with a few 
lines, it will be well to quote the whole, that the reader may see how ill the 
passage sustains the character of the astronomical treatise for which Dr. 
Fotheringham seems to take it: 
TivoT ca cvXacd ; 714 ;a4el/et 
Trav ep.dv; 7rpc•ja 
;Ve7at ao-ela ial e7rTdropot 
TIXelaSe' 
al&e'ptat" pILTa 
S' Ale?r~ ovipavovi 7roTTrat. 
"EypeO'Oe, 1 •l•/XXe'e ; eo&lTav 
eeypeoTOe 7rp .bvXwcdv. 
ov XeVOraee T e) 8 Pvdo•; ayXav 
C ; 
a) \ 7rEXa, aoJs 
a1wgve~at, Stal 7rev rpoapb. 
c 
And now the scholium, which shows that there were dull people in antiquity 
as well as poets: 
KpadTc ayvoetv cI0olt v E p irb7i7v v rp&t 
a~r 
terMTeopa Oeopiav 
&a 
xa'raivoEvowv <<rob> 70o drero 
o peteoupaavtv. b;rb 7y$v ydp E'o'rt 'rre 
ait•o~peo', o4' 
oi6 
a•o~re7 pvwat, ca& 
&e 
IIXeS3•dLov votyvow bvrip p/V ryi1 
elat 
S.&a 
d 
ae, Tappo 18Utot apvov d apIOpO9voC Tvryb/* 
6 Yro Siory 
rdce exxopdrio ' rog&ri atlrY6eps' &spoaXos ixOfi• xp~6s. ait ra5ra pthv 
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Kp•trI" EotKe 
68 
' 
Vr T79 
(bppecow 
, 
atutLq4Xov 
<oa~`q,> 
KrcApaTraqoat. 
Ta 
7tap 7rpTora o-ala ical ra lXe•d83a 0i•jr q /caTa•6; 
8Oat 
XC,7ew 7rv Epttisrlv. 
tb 0X Ob o Tw o E'XCt, AXXa Th a v rpirTa o•ea I'~ vXai/c ^  4rl,7t (veoat, Ta i 8e\ IlXet~dta daaT6'XXetV. 7r&7^ y•)tp 7Tr icaTva8o~voEv'W 6eT•7 V altoeptaLV 
a 9T; 
OOTE 7TPtXOE 0 T01 KatpbOV tV7 <Tr)a> v/XKoWv lTXo77r-at, AT T) 7 9 (Laew9, 
avaroX^9 Ical~ eoaovpav7ryarO. 
'O t Y o3v 
lHapev•,tIco 
7rpWT&ra ar•letia no-r X&ea'aeolatTa 701, 
To oIcop7rlO 
7rpWTa9 ,Lotpa 8t T ro 7ro TQwV a'pxatiOv OVT0o avra Xe'yeaOat, Icat O'Tt TaVTat 
o Bocr/v lga apXe.at lcavat6eolat. KXeO•d•paTov /yoDv 
^ 
v TevJ4&toV pXatorL 
'AXX' 
owr'o'av 
pTLTOv l /ap 
e77r' o~yicovTa ehvyOLt, 
Ycopriov elld 1ka 7itnTet EL' io ot avogov . .w.t. 
TOVTO (S 7rapa&6ea9 ' 10Iaplevt~oco9 O?'t K aTa&;eTat Ta 7rpcoTa 
o•Lke.ta Toa arcopurov, Ica Ta 7 rept 79 IIXea8,o, ErrtTroXt9 Er7erotv. o' 'ra v ap, 
7ao-v, t'E'ptrl'• 
X•,y, 
Icat CerTa7ropot HXeIIte&Ee at8Optat, o' 8VeoOaL TOT' 
aVt9, aXXL' /wraXtv aVaTEXXEV Ei 701 Uro <7y~)V> T/7/aTo9 el9 7T T 
r p 
<70vo> opl `oVTa a vLtort'a* 
Kat TO7TO etvat TOb caiKt 7rTaropot H IXetL~e, 
olov. E I G0bv91 7 rp9 77/.zCv obpadv oL afcVOv,/eVOLt. rTaira 8 
\ 
aTraoT•oraldevo9, 
opowXoryt,' 01ra40, 
' 
T70 Ebpt7rrl'Sov Tah ()atva.aw rEa.-Ta h V 7rp)Ta 
•7 t 
a7ta Tr?7 
tpa el~ ,8o-tv KeXcprlKyce, 77 e86 HXthea davaTEXi•t, d 
8e T07rpO p TO b Cdoov 
,eXmpAY7Ke.' 
As so much could be said about the passage, one must suppose that it is 
not so easy as at first sight appears, and one cannot but admire the courage 
with which Dr. Fotheringham advances to the attack, calling trigonometry to 
his aid, and armed with calculations for the age of Euripides and the latitude, 
not only of Athens, but of Troy itself. The soldiers, it will be seen, perceive 
by the movement of the stars that the hour of their relief is come and past, 
the glimmer of the rising moon shows them that the night is nearly over, the 
appearance of a herald star announces the dawn. Dr. Fotheringham here says 
sadly that after all his toil he is ' unable to identify . . . the rpo8pdo'tov da'o -p.' 
I do not see that there need be more difficulty about it than about Milton's 
unnamed 'bright morning-star, day's harbinger.' Whether the planet Venus 
actually was a morning star in the spring of the year in which Rhesus came to 
Troy, we shall, I am afraid, never know. 
But it is with the mysterious rrp6OTa -.eteia that we are here principally 
concerned. Did the poet intend to express himself indefinitely, or had the 
phrase some meaning as precise as the names of the Pleiades and the Eagle ? 
Dr. Fotheringham unhesitatingly takes the latter view. But I am convinced 
that the former is right. 
That the soldiers meant, as the scholiast says, to indicate the hour by the 
aid of stars rising, stars culminating, and stars setting, must have been clear, 
one would think, to every one, ancient or modern, who has read the passage, 
except Crates. The failure of this celebrated critic to perceive that alEiptat 
(eldo-t) is opposed to JevTat makes one wonder how he gained so much reputa- 
tion, but his astronomy is correct enough. It should, I think, be pointed out 
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CLEOSTRATUS REDIVIVUS 75 
that his little lecture on the zodiacal signs does not at all imply that he saw 
any reference to them in the word aiymt-a. It was usual for a Greek of his time 
to treat the ecliptic as the fundamental line, in relation to which the position 
of the other stars was defined. There is nothing to show that he did not think, 
as I do, that ao-aeta means merely 'stars' or 'constellations.' 
But 'the Greek o-qtedov,' says Dr. Fotheringham, 'unlike the Latin 
" signum," is never a zodiacal or other constellation.' I am the less inclined 
to accept this dogma because, as will presently be shown, Dr. Fotheringham 
is himself an unbeliever; and I feel no doubt that wrp^Tna 
•qetta 
here means 
simply the stars or constellations that were, as the Scholiast says, rpc&Ta 7•T 
bvXa cvai, those that were up at first when the watch began. These are now 
sinking; the Eagle, which was then low, is now high in the sky, the Pleiades, 
which were then invisible, are now above the horizon. This, I think, is all 
that the poet meant, this clearly is all that the Scholiast understood him to 
mean, this surely is all that most modern readers have either supposed or 
desired him to mean. It may no doubt be possible, from the data supplied 
by the Pleiades and the Eagle, to find out what these setting stars were or 
should have been; but the poet himself did not care to inflict too much of this 
sort of thing on his readers, and his judgment was probably sound. 
But let us examine the statement that aO etl7 ov 'is never a zodiacal or 
other constellation.' 
In the first place, if it is true, it is surprising. Stars are constantly said 
by their appearances ayrailvetv or wtBauo alvevtv, and aoieua would seem to 
be the natural Greek equivalent and original of the Latin 'signa,' which 
certainly does mean 'constellations.' In Latin, indeed, the original sense of 
the word seems to be entirely forgotten; when Horace, for instance, says that 
nox . . . diffundere signa parabat,6 he means no more than that the stars 
were coming out. 
Secondly, even if it be true that oafleLov is nowhere else used in the sense 
of ' constellation,' is that a conclusive reason for thinking that it cannot be 
so used here, by a poet, in a poem ? When Shakespeare's boatswain says to 
the courtier : 'What care these roarers for the name of king ? ' 7 are we wrong 
in supposing that by ' roarers' he means ' waves '? Would Dr. Fotheringham 
deny it on the ground that, while passages may indeed be found in which 
waves are said to roar, there is none other discoverable in which a wave is 
actually called a roarer ? When Homer in a famous passage speaks of Th 
Telpea 7ravTa vt 7 ovpavo 
Eoe'T ~avowrat,9 
we know from the context that 
by TELpea he means ' constellation.' But it is not easy to find another passage 
in which the word has the same sense, and without the context it might be hard 
to answer Dr. Fotheringham if he were to argue that it must mean 'rainbows,' 
as indeed it does elsewhere. 
But thirdly, is it quite true that stars are never called aoeta unless it 
SHor. Sat. i. 5, 10. 
I Tempest i. 1. 
8 Mr. Masefield (Reynard the Fox, part 
[I) calls hounds "rompers." One may 
safely say that this use of the word is 
unique. 
9 1. xviii. 485. 
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76 E. J. WEBB 
be so here ? Euripides, who perhaps wrote the Rhesus, certainly wrote the 
Ion, in which (line 1157) we read, among other constellations, of 'TdS6e& 'r 
vav7rXoLov aaOo-TraTOV r/ZLEtov. 
I do not for a moment maintain that the 
word is here merely, as in Latin, a synonym for ' constellation ' : the Hyades 
are so called because their rising was an indication of rough weather to come. 
But the fact remains that a constellation is here called a o-'q1aeZov,and why should 
not other constellations be called so too, particularly when it is on their office 
as 'indicators' of the changing hours that the speaker is dwelling ? 
And lastly, the rarity of the word a7eetov in this sense is easily explicable. 
Before Euripides older poetical usage had put a kindred word aiua in possession 
of the field. To Homer Sirius is a KalKcv uita,l0 and Aratus has the word over 
and over again. When he says that Zeus r6 ye ariaa' iv 
oa;pavw fO'rTPLjP•,11 what does he mean but constellations? His reason for using a- a rather than 
o-rl•/eov 
was no doubt chiefly because it was conventionally the right word 
in poetry. But by his time probably o-rpedtov had become impossible, because 
it had already acquired the meaning of ' point ' which it bears in mathematical 
and astronomical prose. When the Rhesus was written mathematical literature 
was yet scarce. 
I think, therefore, that 
nrpci'^a 'ctl.teta 
means merely ' first constellations,' 
and that we are left to make out for ourselves, if we choose, what these con- 
stellations were. Dr. Fotheringham, on the other hand, thinks that the words 
had for a Greek a meaning as definite as IhetldXe or 'AET7r, and is pleased 
with a trigonometrical proof that the setting of the stars which he supposes to 
be meant, 'tallies exactly with the meridian passage of Altair, the central and 
brightest star of Aquila, if we make the computation either for Athens or 
for Troy, and for the middle of the fifth century B.c.' This would be much 
more convincing did he not proceed, in the next paragraph, to lament the poet's 
'imperfect acquaintance with astronomy' as shown by his placing the Eagle 
in mid-heaven when the Pleiades were seen in the east. 'Assuming that they 
(the Pleiades) could be seen when their central and brightest star Alcyone 
was at a true altitude of 2?, I find that Altair would have passed the meridian 
by an hour and three minutes if we compute for Troy, by an hour and six 
minutes if we compute for Athens.' Moreover-a much more damning proof 
of inaccuracy-the stars which Dr. Fotheringham takes for wrrpcra oryLdeia 
'would have set long ago.' Surely this argument is somewhat illogical. If 
Dr. Fotheringham had found Euripides accurate in treating of stars whose 
identity is not in doubt, he might fairly infer that he would be accurate in 
treating of the other stars whose identity is to be ascertained. But if the two 
statements which we can test are found to be inconsistent with each other, it 
is clear that a third hypothetical statement gains nothing in validity by being 
shown consistent with one of them. 
Here, however, the difficulty seems to me entirely of Dr. Fotheringham's 
own creation. The soldiers, it may be observed, do not say that a particular 
star is on the meridian. They say that a group of stars is soaring in mid- 
heaven, a very much vaguer statement, and, it may be added, very much 
10 I1. xxii. 30. 11 Phaenom. 10. 
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CLEOSTRATUS REDIVIVUS 77 
more in character. The exact position of the meridian is not easily ascertained 
-even by people who know what it means-out of doors in a strange country. 
And the soldiers, on Dr. Fotheringham's own showing, were not very far out. 
Let us now, however, try to ascertain-it is very far from an easy task- 
what Dr. Fotheringham really does take wrp Wra -raspea to mean. ' An answer,' 
he says, 'is supplied in the ninth excerpt by Parmeniscus.' One is surprised 
at this confidence in a critic whose comment is presently described by Dr. 
Fotheringham himself, with perfect justice, as 'otiose' and as 'dragged in' 
only to display its author's learning. But in fact, as will soon appear, the 
'answer supplied by Parmeniscus,' in its unedited form, satisfies Dr. Fothering- 
ham little better than it does me. It is not upon what Parmeniscus said, nor 
even upon what Dr. Fotheringham thinks he said, but upon what Dr. Fothering- 
ham thinks he ought to have said, that we are to rely. 
'O 
attEv 
o'vrf Il ap.eviTKO 7rpTa o-y.peta 0,ba7 Xeryoer-at T' 
" XTOya KiopMrr ov 
rCpa7a ?po1ipa St'a cT \r0 7r r&v )apxaetov oi'TroC avra X aeyeoo-Oa, Qal boT rav'aTv 
' Bo rT &pa a pXEvraL 
,araTa8•eOat. 
It is almost entirely upon this short 
passage that Dr. Fotheringham grounds his strange theory that 7rp&c a a.keta 
means, and was generally understood to mean, 'the first points,' or, rather, 
'the first stars of Scorpio,' and of Scorpio only. He thinks, indeed, that the 
missing words in the passage from Cleostratus would corroborate him if we 
had got them. Unfortunately we have not got them. But surely the theory 
is such a strange one, the improbability that people ever said 'there are the 
Pleiades, there the Eagle, there the First Points' is so great that, even if the 
scholiast's words naturally bore that meaning, we should do wisely to inquire 
if they could not bear another. 
And do they naturally bear that meaning ? Would not the writer, if he 
had meant that, have written ' raVras;, not 
a'T 
s, in the first clause, as he has 
written TavTaLSv in the second ? To me, the more often I look at the passage 
the plainer it seems to become that the meaning is simply this: Parmeniscus 
thought that 
rrpCeira 
aryr~ea, 'first points,' was equivalent to 7rp&lrat , opat, 
'first degrees,' because they were so called by the ancients-that is to say, 
the ancients said o-rpeua for /poipa--and he thought that the first degrees here 
mentioned were those of the sign Scorpio, because it is those degrees that 
are setting when the Pleiades rise and when Bobtes begins to go down. 
This interpretation, at any rate, agrees with history. Mo^pa, though 
Oiyuetov in this sense may still be found, is the usual word in Ptolemy for 
what we call a ' degree,' that is to say, the 30th part of an ecliptic sign, or the 
360th of the whole circle. And it had acquired this sense by the time of 
Hipparchus. But its use at first was not so restricted. Aratus uses it more 
than once 12 to denote a whole sign, that is to say, the 12th part of the ecliptic. 
All that Parmeniscus meant to say was that ' first p~oints-' must signify ' first 
degrees of an ecliptic sign,' and that the sign here in question was Scorpio. 
The idea that ' first points' meant in a special sense ' first points of Scorpio,' 
never, I feel sure, even entered his head. This is indeed shown by his after- 
wards explaining the expression-we have here apparently his own words- 
12 See especiall Phaen~ m. 560, and Dios. S. 
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as 
'-pcrTa 
cr•ieta T?i) 1cpac, 
which is equivalent to the Scholiast's 7rpf&Tra T 
cvXaxc6i, 'the first of our appointed hour.' 
Lest it should be thought that the remarks about Bobtes made by Par- 
meniscus, and by the Scholiast on Aratus next cited by Dr. Fotheringham, lend 
any support to the latter's theory, a little explanation is necessary. It is quite 
true that Parmeniscus introduced the subject merely to display his knowledge, 
but it is also true that his remark, when properly understood, shows that to 
him 7rp6kra oa-e•ta meant 'first points of the Scorpion,' not always, as Dr. 
Fotheringham maintains, but only in this particular case. 
A curious consequence of the popularity enjoyed by the poem of Aratus 
in antiquity is that, among the innumerable commentaries to which it gave 
birth, we have preserved to us the larger part of a work by the great astronomer 
Hipparchus, whom otherwise we should know, save for a few quotations in 
Ptolemy, only at second hand. It contains a lively polemic, not indeed against 
Aratus, for whom as a poet iHipparchus seems to have shared the general 
admiration, but against an Aratean commentator, one Attalus, who persisted 
in asking the second century B.C. to accept as accurate loose statements made 
by a poet of the early third century on the authority of an astronomer of the 
early fourth. One of these statements was this : ' The constellation of Bo6tes 
takes so long in setting that during the process no less than four zodiacal 
divisions, namely the Ram, the Bull, the Twins, and the Crab, have time to 
rise.' Hipparchus shows that the statement was exaggerated, and that in 
Central Greece Bobtes did not begin to set until the whole of the Ram and a 
small part of the Bull had risen. But when Taurus begins to rise the opposite 
sign of Scorpio begins to set, and later in his work Hipparchus proves this too. 
The first star of Boates sets along with the sixth degree of the sign Scorpio.13 
This piece of knowledge only, and no secret about the primacy of the 
Scorpion, is what Parmeniscus parades. And the passage quoted by Dr. 
Fotheringham from the Aratean scholia has no other meaning. ' When certain 
parts of the Whale are rising,' says the Scholiast, T&rT e tIcal 'ApK.roV`Xa? 
ApXeTat LeaT 70rp1 r7ov TOV (ov, VTEorTL 70t T KVop7riov, 8VveLv, 09 er-t 
KaTah S&derTpov 7T 
Ta'p,. 
There is no suggestion whatever that the 
Scorpion was styled Tr 7Trp(oro70V ? ov par excellence. The writer means only 
that it was the first of the signs with which Bo6tes set, not the second, as 
it would have been if Aratus had been right, and the Ram instead of the Bull 
had been rising. 
Parmeniscus then, if I understand him aright, gives no support whatever 
to Dr. Fotheringham's theory, that wrp&ca o-~pea was a 'technical term' for 
the first points of Scorpio. On the other hand, he does undoubtedly oppose 
the explanation which I have advocated, namely, that ao7-rta merely means 
stars or constellations, whether in the zodiac or out of it. Parmeniscus certainly 
took 
~r•e~a 
to niean, not stars, but points or degrees of a zodiacal sign, that 
is to say, 'of the invisible ecliptic,' as Dr. Fotheringham puts it. But is it 
even conceivable that Parmeniscus was right ? The Rhesus belongs to the 
fifth century B.c., not the second, and it is a poem, not an astronomical treatise. 
13 Hipparch. ii. 2 23-29. 
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Could a poet--and that poet perhaps Euripides-make the resentment of injured 
soldiers express itself in a 'technical term' implying their sense of the dis- 
appearance of invisible points in an invisible circle ? It would be too much 
to expect of a chorus consisting of assistants in the Greenwich Observatory. 
And it is too much for Dr. Fotheringham to believe. Suddenly discarding 
the ally whom he has so proudly paraded, he announces that 'we are not to 
take Parmeniscus too literally.' He 'and his contemporaries were doubtless 
in the habit of specifying the degrees of the invisible ecliptic that rose and set 
with different stars. . . . But we may rest assured that Cleostratus did nothing 
of the kind, much less did Euripides or whoever wrote the Rhesus imagine 
that a Trojan guard measured the movements of the invisible ecliptic. The 
'rpWO -a 'q1/eta are doubtless not the first degrees of Scorpio on the ecliptic, 
but the first stars of Scorpio to set.' 
With these remarks, down to the last clause, I warmly sympathise. But 
if they are sound, what becomes of the 'answer supplied by Parmeniscus' 
on which Dr. Fotheringham so confidently relied? It"was simply wrong- 
and ridiculous. Indeed, it seems that Parmeniscus himself to Dr. Fother- 
ingham, as to me, appears as a dull pedant, supplying an impossible inter- 
pretation to a passage in a tragic writer. He surely cannot also be a 
trustworthy historian recording a habit of the ApX-tot, who said ' first degrees ' 
when they meant first degrees of Scorpio and of no other sign. This piece 
of information is admittedly false. Dr. Fotheringham has no right to correct 
a statement, and then to use the corrected statement as evidence. 
Especially since, as I shall proceed to show, this corrected statement, 
namely that wrpfdra o'r•etia 
means ' first stars of Scorpio,' is even less credible 
than that it meant 'first degrees.' Dr. Fotheringham proceeds: 'The Greek 
o~,eLov.. 
.. is never a zodiacal or other constellation, but either a mathematical 
" point," such as the first degree of Scorpio, and the solstitial and equinoctial 
points on the ecliptic, or else an " indication," such as the rising or setting 
of a star or group of stars which might indicate the time of year or the time of 
night. It is clear that the word is here used in the latter sense, except that it 
is not the abstract setting of the star, but the concrete star setting which is 
called a'r/leov." 
This is a somewhat puzzling passage. We must remember that, if Par- 
meniscus be discredited, there is no reason whatever to suppose that the 
concrete star here said to be setting was necessarily in Scorpio. And if after 
all a-rj4sta does mean 'concrete stars,' why deny that it can mean 'zodiacal 
or other constellations,' which is what most readers of the Rhesus have supposed 
it to mean ? For the difference between setting stars and concrete stars setting 
is indeed so subtle that one page further on Dr. Fotheringham abandons the 
attempt to maintain it. Having decided that 7rp65ra O'a eta, 
in spite of Par- 
meniscus, must mean, not degrees, but stars, he now adduces in his favour a 
passage from the calendar in Geminus, where Euctemon is reported as saying 
that on a certain day ToD LIoprrlov o0 
wrp-rot •o-'rpear Sowvrv. One might have supposed this passage to tell against, not for, Dr. Fother- 
ingham. For why should Euctemon have been at the trouble to add rofi Leo- 
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p7rlov, when on the theory rpc7Tot Acr'dpe9 
meant' first stars of the Scorpion ? 
But Dr. Fotheringham ignores this little objection. 'Euctemon,' he says, 
'was an apXatoq and a contemporary of Euripides.' 'The adjective 7rp7-0ro 
applied as here to particular stars is, so far as I know, unique in the Greek 
calendars.' Dr. Fotheringham will find it often enough in Hipparchus, who, 
in fact, takes us through the constellations, telling us in each case the 7rpc&~ros 
aCrTop to rise and the 7rp6i'rov E(qorp to set. Nor is there anything in the least 
surprising in its use by Euctemon. He and the other observers cited in the 
Calendar usually distinguish stars by their places in the figure, as 'the Scor- 
pion's sting,' 'Orion's shoulder,' 'the Bull's horn.' But there are several 
stars in the Scorpion's tail going down much at the same time. Hipparchus, 
who aimed at a precision unknown to Euctemon's age, distinguishes one as 
0 TpLTO9 
aqovvuXoqT a7r 
T0 
v 
CV& 
•pKEVTpe aptOjOV1EaV0o , EK•CoT 
&q iiv TCoV 
EIETa Tro Ev d 7~ 6r7let. The early star-watchers did not write like that. 
But if it were hard to believe that 
wp a-)a 
o-•e~ta 
could mean always ' the 
first degrees of the sign Scorpio measured on the ecliptic,' which is what 
Dr. Fotheringham thinks that Parmeniscus said, it is harder still to believe 
that it can have meant 'first stars of the constellation Scorpio,' which is what 
Dr. Fotheringham maintains that he ought to have said. For there is at 
any rate no doubt as to which the first degrees of an ecliptic sign are. The most 
westerly degrees rise first, culminate first, set first; they are always first, look 
at them as you will. But with the stars in a zodiacal constellation it is different. 
They are not strung out like beads along the ecliptic; they lie at varying 
distances from it, some to north, some to south. In our hemisphere a northerly 
star rises earlier and sets later than the corresponding point on the ecliptic, 
a southerly star rises later and sets sooner. It by no means follows that the 
first stars to rise will be also the first stars to set. The Scorpion's case is 
especially in point. Part of the tail stretches so far to the south that in England 
it never rises at all. In Greece the stars that set first were also the last to rise. 
By their technical term 'the first stars' the Greeks must have had to under- 
stand, not merely 'first stars of the Scorpion,' but 'first stars of the Scorpion 
to set.' 
But if they really had this amazing expression, what can have induced 
them to adopt it? 'To this,' replies Dr. Fotheringham, 'there is a simple 
answer. If we arrange the different zodiacal constellations in the order in 
which they began their cosmical settings at Tenedos about 520 B.C., we shall 
find that Scorpio comes first after the vernal equinox. The vernal equinox 
was the starting-point of the Babylonian year and of the Babylonian zodiac. 
Cleostratus, as we shall see, derived his zodiac from Babylon, and therefore 
Scorpio took the first place among the cosmical settings.' 
A 'simple answer' indeed. Babylon! Only to those who have felt the 
full blessedness of the word 'Mesopotamia' can it appear either simple or 
satisfactory. Does Dr. Fotheringham really expect all these confident state- 
ments to be accepted without protest ? The time-honoured belief that the 
Babylonian year began at the equinox had, one had thought, been hopelessly 
shattered by Kugler, who shows that it began with a spring month kept to its 
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place by observation, not of the equinox, but of star-risings.14 And was the 
vernal equinox the starting-point of the Babylonian zodiac ? This can only 
mean that the Babylonians made the equinoctial point itself the first point of 
their first sign Ku, as we make it the first point of our Aries. And that they 
did so has, of course, been assumed over and over again, generally by writers 
who had no idea that any other arrangement was possible. But it is only 
one of several arrangements adopted in antiquity, and it does not appear to 
have been the one favoured at Babylon, at any rate in Seleucid times.15 Further, 
even if the Babylonians had done what Dr. Fotheringham says they did, why 
should we assume without evidence that Cleostratus would have done so too ? 
If he had, is it not likely that the Greeks in general would have followed his 
example from the first ? But they did not. Dr. Fotheringham indeed asserts 
later on that Hipparchus began his series of signs with the actual spring 
equinox. Where is the evidence for this ? It is true that the Aries of Hip- 
parchus began at the equinoctial point, but it in no way follows that he regarded 
Aries as the first sign. In his only extant work he begins, not with Aries, but 
with Cancer-at the solstice instead of at the equinox. That he must have 
done so later, after he had begun to suspect precession, appears from that 
interesting chapter of the Almagest 16 in which Ptolemy cites the alignments 
of stars which Hipparchus had made in order that his successors might see 
whether the stars outside the zodiacal belt were moving with those within it. 
Ptolemy, who himself puts Aries first, would not have started here with Cancer 
unless Hipparchus had done so. Again, the calendar in Geminus begins with 
Cancer. So evidently did that of Meton. Dr. Fotheringham's conviction 
that Cleostratus must have begun with the equinox cannot be considered as 
evidence that he did. And if he did so, why should his very singular phrase- 
ology be adopted by other Greeks, who did not? Euripides, for instance, 
was an Athenian, and the Athenians began their year at Midsummer. 
But let us come back at last to the passage in Pliny, to explain which 
Dr. Fotheringham's researches have been undertaken. We were to understand 
that 'prima (signa)' was a translation of 7rproTa 
o•e77 
a, and 7rpJTna cretea 
we have now learnt to interpret as 'the first stars of the Scorpion to set.' 
But on returning to Pliny we find, not 'prima Scorpii,' but 'prima Arietis et 
Sagittarii.' This is surprising, but it is more surprising still to find that 
Dr. Fotheringham, to whom we turn for explanation, has none to offer. At 
best he can suggest a reason for the presence of Aries, but he has 'sought in 
vain for any' that will account for the absence of Scorpio. The explanation, 
that his own theory is wrong, does not seem to have occurred to him. He 
'inclines to the opinion that either Varro or Pliny has erroneously substituted 
Sagittarius for Scorpio.' 
I cannot think that this inclination will be shared by many, but it may 
be well, before leaving this subject, to point out that even with Aries Dr. 
Fotheringham's explanation is not very happy. His argument is brief: 
14 Kugler, Sternkunde, ii. 300, and Ergdn- 
zungen zum I und II Buch, p. 2. 
15 e.g. Kugler, Mondrechnung, p. 74 
and Entwicklung, p. 173. 
16 Almag. vii. 1. 
J.H.S.-VOL. XLI. G 
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'If then we have rrp&T'ra 
oryi•e'a 
of Scorpio in respect of cosmical settings,17 is 
there any other series that we might expect ? The morning setting would 
naturally be matched by the morning rising, and the zodiacal constellation 
which first began to rise heliacally after the vernal equinox was Aries.' There 
were therefore two sets of 
-rrpcrTa 
aoi•iya, 
which elastic phrase might mean 
'Scorpion setting' or 'Aries rising,' according to circumstances. But Dr. 
Fotheringham's expression 'first after' the vernal equinox is vague. What 
we want, or rather what he wants, is clearly some stars whose heliacal rising 
took place at the same time as the cosmical setting of the first stars in Scorpio. 
Dr. Fotheringham himself has reminded us that Euctemon, as quoted in 
the Geminus Calendar, mentions the morning setting of TO) L,'opT7Lov Ol t' 
pOjTO. darCTEp9. But this setting is made to take place, not after, but two days before, 
the vernal equinox, as determined by Euctemon himself. To require exact 
agreement between observers of star-risings would be absurd. But Euctemon 
lived within a hundred years of Cleostratus, and some at least of his observa- 
tions were made nearly in the latitude of Tenedos.s1 We want, therefore, to 
find stars which rose heliacally at, or immediately after the vernal equinox, 
and Dr. Fotheringham will hardly maintain that any stars of Aries were visible 
so soon. Especially as the most conspicuous of them, our a Arietis, was, as 
Hipparchus, Ptolemy, and Al Sufi alike testify, considerably less bright in 
antiquity than it is now. 
Is there really no simpler explanation of the Pliny passage than that 
given by Dr. Fotheringham, which, as already observed, requires us to give 
' signa ' as understood a different meaning from ' signa ' as expressed in the 
same sentence ? Surely there is. 
If Cleostratus made it his task to provide constellations for the zodiacal 
belt, the direction of which had been traced by Anaximander, we are not to 
suppose that throughout its whole course he could find none already awaiting 
him. The Scorpion with his Claws was probably familiar to men before Greek 
or even Babylonian astronomy arose; and indeed, the mere fact that the 
zodiacal constellations are conspicuously unequal in longitudinal extent proves 
that they cannot all have been called into existence at once by a creator whose 
object was to divide the zodiac into twelve equal parts. The reason why Cleo- 
stratus busied himself first with the Ram and the Archer is that there, and prob- 
ably there only, he found vacant spaces. There are no parts of the zodiacal 
belt so empty of bright stars, or marked configurations of stars, as the regions 
of Aries and Sagittarius. 
The constellation of Aries is easily recognised by two conspicuous stars, 
those marked a and i in our maps. Not only, however, is it certain that the 
brightest of them is brighter now than of old, but it must be noted that they 
are both so far to the north of the ecliptic as to be really not in the zodiacal 
belt at all, if we give to it its conventional breadth of twelve degrees. As 
17 A star sets cosmically when it goes 
down in the morning twilight just before 
the light is strong enough to extinguish it. 
A star which at the same time rises just soon 
enough to be seen is said to rise heliacally. 18 Ptol. Phas., p. 67 Heib. 
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Ptolemy's alteration of Hipparchus's figure shows, it must have required some 
ingenuity to bring these stars into the figured Ram. Of the stars actually 
in the zodiacal belt, and forming the bulk of the figure, Ptolemy marks only one 
as slightly exceeding the fourth magnitude, and only two others as equalling it. 
This dimness of the zodiacal Aries is often remarked upon by the ancients. 
In the ' Catasterisms ' we have the quaint explanation suggested that the Ram, 
the bearer of the golden fleece, had been skinned before it was taken up into 
the heavens. Aratus, too, has a story that, because the Ram itself was so dim, 
the Triangle was set in the sky to point out its place; and it is remarkable that 
Hipparchus in his comment confines himself to pointing out that the brightest 
stars in Aries are as bright as those in the Triangle. Nothing could show more 
plainly that a Arietis then was not, as it is now, a second-magnitude star. 
At the western end of the Archer is a group of very noticeable stars, con- 
taining the bow and arrow. But these stars are confined to the western part 
of the figure-in the time of Cleostratus several of them were really in the sign 
of Scorpio-and, moreover, their natural connexion is with a larger group 
stretching far to the south, as may easily be seen in the south of Europe. In 
the eastern part of the constellation, where the horse-body of the centaur is 
now placed, there are scarcely any visible stars, and the brightest recorded 
by Ptolemy does not attain to the fourth magnitude. If Dr. Fotheringham's 
vague saying that ' Cleostratus . . . derived his zodiac from Babylon' means 
that he copied his constellations from a Chaldean globe, let him reflect that in 
the Seleucid tablets none of our Sagittarius stars is used for comparison with 
the places of the moon and planets. So far as I know, the only star so used 
in Pa-bil-sag, which corresponds to our Archer, is one which the Greeks placed 
in the constellation of Ophiuchus. 
It may be remembered that Parmeniscus describes Cleostratus as an 
apxatov. Dr. Fotheringham, who does not scruple to write 'Scorpii' for 
'Sagittarii' when it suits his purpose, is properly severe upon a German com- 
mentator who proposed here to write 
dar-poXyov 
for apXatov. The offence 
is more serious than might have been thought. 'I do not think,' he writes, 
'that it has ever been noticed that ol apyaXot in Hipparchus and Geminus 
when not qualifying a noun regularly means the early astronomers, beginning 
with Thales and descending as far as the third century B.c.' He is probably 
right: I should doubt whether Hipparchus and Geminus themselves, neither 
of whom even mentions Thales, ever noticed it. The apxatot of whom they 
speak are people who lived before them and who were busied with the things 
of which they are speaking. Why 'the use of the same term by Parmeniscus ' 
should suggest 'that it had acquired something of a technical meaning,' I do 
not understand. Were a man to say that 'the ancients' made ivory statues, 
one would understand that he was speaking of ancient sculptors, but one would 
not conclude that to him 'an ancient' was a technical term for an ancient 
sculptor. But to Dr. Fotheringham the discovery is a great one. 'Had this 
fact been realised, chronologists would not with one consent have mistaken the 
astronomical calendars described in the eighth chapter of Geminus for successive 
official calendars of Athens.' 
G2 
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I should have thought that chronologists, not at all a harmonious race, 
had been very far from unanimity on this subject. But why should the dis- 
covery that apxatov meant 'ancient astronomer,' even supposing it to be true, 
affect our theories about the Greek astronomical cycles ? Apparently because 
Dr. Fotheringham does not consider a cycle to be a cycle unless it has been 
used by some one not an astronomer. Now Geminus merely says that these 
cycles were used by ZapXatot; apXatot were only astronomers, not real people 
like archons, and these cycles are therefore to be considered as merely ' astro- 
nomical conceits.' Indeed Dr. Fotheringham seems even to deny that the 
later of them owed ' their origin to defects in earlier systems proved by experi- 
ence.' ' They were exercises in the art of combining days, months, and years, 
of which the relative mean durations had been learned in Babylon.' 
Such a view seems to me unintelligible. Leaving questions as to whether 
or when this, that or the other cycle was in use here, there or anywhere to 
scholars as learned as Dr. Fotheringham, I quite agree that attempts to trace 
the existence of an eight-year cycle before Cleostratus are not very successful. 
But when the question is as to the development of Greek astronomy, if we know 
that a particular form of calendar was even suggested, I cannot see what differ- 
ence it makes whether Athens or any other state adopted it. Undoubtedly 
Geminus does mean us to understand that the defects revealed by experience 
in one cycle were corrected in the next. And surely the sixth-century cycle 
attributed to Cleostratus is less accurate than the fifth-century cycle attributed 
to Meton, and this again than the fourth-century cycle of Callippus. Moreover 
the 'relative mean durations' of days, months, and years are not the same 
in all the cycles. Was it the better or the worse estimates that were learnt 
from Babylon, and is it conceivable that the appXatot, after amusing themselves 
with these ' conceits' for two centuries, could not decide between the worse 
and the better more easily than they could in the beginning ? The ' octaeteris ' 
itself, with all its elegance, fails through giving to the month a mean duration 
twenty minutes too short, which error, in the ninety-nine months contained 
in the period, amounts to a day and a half. It is difficult to suppose that Cleo- 
stratus would have put forth a scheme which he knew must require amendment 
almost as soon as it had been once tried; yet he must have known this if he 
had derived from Babylon even so accurate an estimate of the relative lengths 
of month and year as appears in the Metonic cycle. 
I shall say little as to an argumentum ex silentio, by which Dr. Fotheringham 
(pp. 173 sqq.) strives to show that none of our zodiacal constellations can have 
been known in Greece before Cleostratus. Whatever the conclusion may be 
worth, the argument seems to me worthless, for what literature has come down 
to us which was likely to contain such evidence ? But for the accident that 
Aratus wrote a famous poem, we perhaps could not prove that the bulk of our 
constellations were older than the third century B.c. 
But there is a real argumentum ex silentio, the strength of which can only 
be appreciated by those who have read enough about Greek astronomy to have 
some idea not merely what was known about its history but what was not. 
To me the only true value of the passage from Parmeniscus lies in the evidence 
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it affords that in his time the poem of Cleostratus was still extant. Eudemus 
must surely have been acquainted with it. How comes it, if the borrowings from 
Babylon had been so recent and on such a scale as Dr. Fotheringham asserts, 
that neither Eudemus nor any one else has recorded them ? Dr. Fothering- 
ham must have felt this difficulty strongly, for to surmount it he propounds 
a theory which to me appears one of despair. He supposes, in fact, a deliberate 
conspiracy of silence. 'Of sixth-century Greece, with its mind open to the 
barbarian, later Greece was ashamed. Barely an admission is to be found in 
Greek sources of anything in science or philosophy learned from the Chaldaeans, 
the enemies in the golden age. What Thales learned abroad he was said to have 
learned from the Egyptians. Even Herodotus, who, as became an Asiatic 
Greek, still cherished in the fifth century B.c. an admiration for the civilisation 
of the East, is accused by Plutarch of being 0tXodppapov.' 
A passage more misleading was surely never written. Dr. Fotheringham 
admits in a footnote that Herodotus does trace to Babylon 'the sun-dial, 
the gnomon, and the twelve hours of the day.' He omits, however, to add 
that Herodotus makes the remark 19 only to correct the impression he might 
have given that all scientific knowledge came to Greece from Egypt. Why 
should not Herodotus, who may have been born in the lifetime of Cleostratus, 
have mentioned other Babylonian gifts to Greece if he had known of them? 
As to Plutarch's accusations of philo-barbarism, who would not suppose from 
Dr. Fotheringham's words that Herodotus had been blamed for tracing Greek 
science to an Eastern origin ? There is not a word of the sort in the whole essay, 
and the passage in which 0tXo/dp apo1v occurs refers to a case in which the 
historian compares his countrymen unfavourably, not with Orientals, but with 
Egyptians. 
Space fails me for a discussion of Dr. Fotheringham's opinions about the 
eclipse of Thales, and the art of predicting eclipses in antiquity. I can only say 
that they appear to me as unsatisfactory as those which I have been examining, 
and which, with all respect for the learning and ingenuity of their propounder, 
I cannot but think fantastic and illusory. 
In conclusion, I will say- that, while Cleostratus may have been, as Dr. 
Fotheringham seems to suggest, one ' of Earth's wisest,' I cannot think that 
Dr. Fotheringham, to whom he is merely a Babylonian echo, has gone far to 
represent him in that light. It is greatly to be lamented that we do not know 
more of him, but if Dr. Fotheringham is right in supposing that his 'vates 
sacer ' was Parmeniscus, that may help to explain it. 
E. J. WEBB. 
10 Herod. ii. 109. 
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